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A Biological Atlas of Functional Maps Review
responses at the cellular level. Thus, it is reasonable toMarc Vidal*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and imagine that more integrative approaches will be needed
to better understand biology at the fundamental level.Department of Genetics
Harvard Medical School The complexity inherent to simultaneously consider-
ing tens (or hundreds) of thousands of proteins to formu-44 Binney Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 late integrative biological questions is such that biolo-
gists will increasingly need various maps that indicate
(even crude) information on protein function. When trav-
elling across a country for the first time, a single road-
The availability of complete genome sequences for hu-
map is usually sufficient to find the way. However for
man and other organisms is expected to change the
more sophisticated expeditions, additional maps are
way we formulate and address biological questions.
needed. Wine connoisseurs searching for new vintages
With nearly all genes in hand, the conventional reduc-
might use, in addition to roadmaps, other maps that
tionist approach of studying one gene at a time can
describe the soil, the climate, the topography, and other
now be complemented by more global or integrative
factors that might influence the taste. Integrated into a
approaches that consider all genes at once. Because
“wine atlas” these maps will help find those few “ter-
intricate networks of interactions between proteins (and
roirs” which are worth a tasting journey. In the post-
RNA molecules) are likely to regulate biological pro-
genome era, molecular biologists will have, and most
cesses, rather than single proteins acting by them-
likely take, the opportunity to navigate through larger
selves, such global approaches should improve our un-
parts of uncharacterized territories of the proteome.
derstanding of many molecular mechanisms, including
Thus in the continuation of genome mapping, novel
those involved in human diseases.
functional mapping projects have recently emerged for
the transcriptome, the proteome, and other “omes” to
The Need for a Biological Atlas of Functional Maps come (see below). According to the analogy described
in the Post-Genome Era above, it is argued here that maps describing different
Many of the significant accomplishments recently made aspects of protein function should be compiled into a
in biological research took place in the field of genomics. “biological atlas.” By integrating the information con-
In just half a decade we went from the first complete tained in the atlas, increasingly meaningful biological
genome sequence of a free-living organism to a working hypotheses could be formulated (Figure 1). However, it
draft for the human genome. The “post-genome era” should be kept in mind that these hypotheses will still
can now be declared officially open. This important tran- need to be tested back in the context of relevant biologi-
sition will probably be remembered for a very long time cal settings, perhaps using more refined approaches.
in the history of science. Hence, it seems worthwhile
to wonder what lies ahead for the future of biological From Fishing Expeditions to More Comprehensive
sciences in the post-genome era. Mapping Projects
Genome sequencing projects are often associated The availability of predicted proteomes has triggered a
with the challenge to understand the function of the transition from hypothesis-driven research to so-called
many genes predicted from large-scale sequencing “fishing expeditions”, and subsequently another transi-
projects. However, it can also be seen as an opportunity tion from fishing expeditions to more comprehensive
to improve the way we study molecular mechanisms in large-scale mapping projects. This is best illustrated in
biology. Forced into a reductionist approach to molecu- the case of RNA expression profiling. The transition from
lar biology, mostly by technical limitations, we have Northern blotting to microarrays or DNA chips (reviewed
trained ourselves to think and design experiments on a in Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000) initially facilitated fishing
one-gene-one-protein-at-a-time basis. However, under- expeditions aimed at finding all transcripts that increase
standing life at the molecular level will require the de- or decrease under particular environmental, develop-
scription not only of each protein individually but also mental, or genetic conditions. Thus, one could argue
of the full complement of proteins involved in particular using this example that the post-genome era is best
biological processes or “modules” (Hartwell et al., 1999). characterized by the emergence of new “horizontal” ap-
Although reductionist approaches have pointed to proaches in addition to the vertical approaches used
and demonstrated many basic facts of biology, they are conventionally (Figure 2). In the vertical approach, one
limited in giving us a comprehensive picture of the life or a few proteins are studied by applying a series of
of cells, tissues and organisms. For example, the discov- different experimental tools to test a hypothesis. In the
ery of Gal4p and Gcn4p led to a useful model of “how horizontal approach, the goal of a typical project is to
transcription factors work” (reviewed in Ptashne, 1988). generate new biological hypotheses by functionally
However, even when every transcription factor and its characterizing large numbers, or even complete sets of
target promoter will have been identified and character- proteins, using a single high-throughput tool. While the
ized, we will still lack answers on global transcriptional vertical approach is more directed and appropriate to
address biological hypotheses, it has the disadvantage
to lack efficiency. Indeed, in the last two decades, it has* E-mail: marc_vidal@dfci.harvard.edu
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Figure 1. Integration of Functional Maps
An example is shown for C. elegans. By integrating several large-scale functional genomic projects it should be possible to formulate
increasingly meaningful hypotheses.
led to the characterization of relatively small numbers a set of genes primarily transcribed in the germline was
established (Reinke et al., 2000). Unexpectedly, theseof gene products compared to the size of predicted
proteomes. The horizontal approach presents the ad- genes are not distributed randomly in the worm genome.
Only a few sperm-specific and germline-enriched genesvantage of being more global but suffers from its lack
of immediate conclusive evidence. A higher signal on a are found on chromosome X. This observation suggests
interesting hypotheses about the X chromosome, forsingle spot of a DNA chip is no proof that the corre-
sponding protein is indeed present at elevated levels. example that gene dosage compensation might be ab-
sent in the germline.However, by repeating expression profiling experi-
ments over and over again, for example using numerous
strains containing different gene knockouts and/or ana- Comprehensive Functional Maps
The few examples described above suggest that novellyzing many different conditions, it now becomes appar-
ent that expression clusters of coregulated genes can biological hypotheses can indeed originate from com-
prehensive large-scale mapping projects. Conceptuallyemerge leading to sensible hypotheses of function. In
other words, fishing expeditions that are extended to more then a comprehensive large-scale transcriptome map-
ping project can be thought of as a two-dimensionalcomprehensive large-scale mapping projects seem to
gradually become more biologically informative. A set of matrix (Figure 3). One axis corresponds to all genes of
an organism that can be tested by expression profiling.recently published microarray and DNA chip experi-
ments clearly illustrates this point. For example by ana- The other axis represents all gene knockout back-
grounds of the same organism, or a standardized setlyzing relatively large numbers of cell cycle–dependent
expression profiles, clusters of potentially coregulated of conditions to which the organism can be exposed
(see e.g., Hughes et al., 2000). Such a trancriptome mapgenes were established (see e.g., Cho et al., 1998). Com-
putational analysis of the promoters of these clustered is already being developed for Saccharomyces cerevis-
iae (Sherlock et al., 2000). Of course this map will con-genes revealed common transcription factor binding
sites, some already known but others never identified stantly evolve as more experiments are being added.
But geographical maps evolve over time as well.before (Tavazoie et al., 1999). Thus, one can postulate
that previously uncharacterized transcription factors In addition, large-scale maps could be envisaged, not
only from expression profiling techniques but also frombind those sites and are involved in cell cycle regulation.
In addition, it was shown that yeast genes that are right other functional genomics and proteomics approaches.
Fishing expeditions have been launched using high-next to each other on the chromosomes have a higher
chance to be coregulated (Cohen et al., 2000). This throughput gene knockout technology in both S. cerevis-
iae (reviewed in Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000) and Caeno-observation suggests novel transcriptional regulatory
mechanisms that might involve chromatin structure and/ rhabditis elegans (Fraser et al., 2000; Gonczy et al., 2000;
Piano et al., 2000). So far only a handful of phenotypesor as yet to be discovered chromosome architectures.
Likewise, by combining expression profiles from differ- have been screened. But the reagents that were devel-
oped for these studies (e.g., 6000 yeast bar-codedent worm genetic backgrounds that fail to produce
sperm cells, or oocytes, or even the germline altogether, knockout mutants as well as nearly 5000 worm RNAi
Review
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Figure 2. Vertical and Horizontal Approaches
Hypothesis-driven research concentrates on one protein and uses many different tools for its characterization. We refer to the vertical arrow
as the “vertical approach.” Large-scale functional genomics experiments apply the same tool to many if not all genes or proteins. We refer
to the horizontal arrow as the “horizontal approach.”
expression vectors) are now ready to be used to screen been tested but it is likely that with increasing automa-
tion, large numbers of conditions will become testable.many more phenotypes. Here the conceptual matrix for
a comprehensive “phenome” mapping project would be It is conceivable that a complete set of a proteome’s
proteins could be tested, for the ability to modify post-as follows: one axis represents all available knockouts
while the other represents a large series of standardized translationally the same set of proteins with the goal of
defining a complete “enzymome” (Figure 3). In this ma-phenotypes that can be screened (Figure 3).
Likewise, the two-hybrid system has facilitated protein trix, one axis represents proteins to be tested as poten-
tial enzymes while the other axis represents the sameinteraction fishing expeditions giving rise to numerous po-
tential interactors for almost any particular protein of inter- proteins to be tested as potential substrates. All 6000
yeast proteins fused to GST could be tested for theirest (Fields and Song, 1989). Systematic screens were re-
cently described for large sets of proteins that lead to ability to mediate acetyl transferase activity for example
on all proteins of the same proteome fused to anotherinteresting clusters of potential protein interaction net-
works indicative of functional relationships between tag. Even the most complex approaches might be trans-
ferable into large-scale projects. For example, a numberproducts including those of uncharacterized genes
(Schwikowski et al., 2000; Walhout et al., 2000a). Here of projects are currently being launched to determine
the three-dimensional structure of most protein folds oragain a physical interaction mapping concept emerges
as a two-dimensional matrix in which all pairwise combi- “foldome” of several proteomes (see e.g., Hol, 2000)
(Figure 3). Finally, the list of “ome” maps shown in Figurenations of possible interactions between the proteins of
a proteome need to be tested with the goal of generating 2 is not meant to be exhaustive. As the concept of
large-scale comprehensive mapping evolves, additionala physical “interactome” map (Figure 3).
Early fishing expeditions have also been described mapping projects will probably be developed.
It is important to note that, while presenting the advan-that attempt to generate information about where vari-
ous proteins of interest can be found, i.e., in what cell(s) tage of being global, functional maps also suffer from
their lack of precision. Indeed, most high-throughputand/or in what cellular compartment(s) (see e.g., Lynch
et al., 1995; Ross-Macdonald et al., 1999). On this basis, techniques used to generate maps show inherent rates
of false negatives and positives. Despite these limita-one can imagine comprehensive mapping projects of
the “localizome”, with the goal of recording not only tions, early versions of functional maps indicate that
they will nevertheless be useful. The analogy to geo-where all proteins of a proteome can be found but also
when (Figure 3). graphical maps is also convenient to illustrate this point.
Maps represent an approximation of the reality. The firstIn the future it is likely that additional functional char-
acterization techniques currently used for one protein maps drawn for the globe, for example, were imprecise
and arguably wrong for some parts. However, theyat-a-time will be improved to a point where most pro-
teins of a proteome can be characterized all at once. A turned out to represent absolute requirements for the
elaboration of increasingly improved maps. Undoubt-biochemical genomics has already been described in
which all proteins predicted from a proteome can be edly, when we look back in a few decades at the biologi-
cal maps currently being generated, we will smile at ourassayed for potential enzymatic activities (Martzen et
al., 1999). So far, only a few enzymatic reactions have lack of sophistication. But one has to start somewhere.
Cell
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Figure 3. An Atlas of Functional Maps
Conceptually, each “ome” map can be con-
ceived as a two-dimensional matrix. The X
axis represents the genome, the complete set
of ORFs (ORFeome; see Walhout et al.,
2000b), or the proteome. The Y axis repre-
sents a set of conditions, genetic back-
grounds or phenotypes, or even the proteome
itself (see text for details). Overlapping maps
in the Z axis constitute the biological atlas.
Short-Term Challenges for the Construction ent approaches developed for model organisms will help
facing similar challenges in humans.of Comprehensive Functional Maps
One of the many ways functional maps will become
better and better over time is by improving the quality Integration of Maps into an Atlas
As already mentioned above, organisms can be thoughtof the genomic data itself. The reader should be re-
minded at this point that a proportion of the human of as systems of molecular modules, each responsible
for a particular biological function (Hartwell et al., 1999).genome still remains to be sequenced and that the num-
ber of genes is still unclear. In addition the rate of false The function of modules can be basic like protein syn-
thesis, cell cycle regulation, or DNA repair for example orpositives and false negatives for exon predictions could
be high, especially with the problem of frequent alterna- more sophisticated like long-term memory or immunity.
One of the greatest challenges of the post-genome eratively spliced variants. Furthermore, large sets of pro-
tein-encoding open reading frames (ORFs), or “OR- is that a large majority of genes predicted from complete
genome sequences have remained completely unstud-Feomes,” will need to be cloned into expression vectors
that are appropriate for the making of different maps. ied so far, or in other words have not been assigned to
any molecular module. This situation introduces a basicThese challenges would be hard to address with the
human genome because of its complexity and its high question. Despite the sophistication used to date to
study molecular modules in great detail, are there manyproportion of noncoding sequence.
Fortunately, the launchers of the Human Genome more genes to be identified per module? Or alternatively,
are there more biological modules that remain to beProject had the vision to include a few model organisms
on the list of genomes to be sequenced. And thus with discovered, or both?
In this context, one of the goals of comprehensivethe complete, nearly complete, or working draft versions
of the genomes of Escherichia coli, S. cerevisiae, C. functional mapping projects is to find all genes involved
in particular modules using high-throughput techniques.elegans, D. melanogaster, and Arabidopsis thaliana, we
have the opportunity to develop and test new concepts In each case, the basic strategy relies upon the assump-
tion that genes involved together in a module should shareand technologies for the post-genomic era. Such con-
cepts and technologies will be needed to capitalize in common properties. They should be more likely to be
coregulated at the transcriptional level for example, andsilico genome sequence data into improved proteome
predictions and reagents for large-scale functional map- loss-of-function mutations of these genes should confer
similar or opposite phenotypes. In addition their productsping projects. However even for model organisms,
things can be confusing. To start with, the exact number might be more likely to interact physically and localize
in similar cells and cellular compartments. Hence, tran-of genes is not established for any of these model organ-
isms, even for budding yeast. This situation requires the scriptome maps consist of “expression clusters” of cor-
egulated genes while interactome maps are betterdevelopment of new techniques to provide evidence for
gene predictions based upon computer programs only. viewed as networks of interacting proteins (“interaction
clusters”) (Figure 4). Phenome maps can be thought ofFor example, the predicted number of genes in C. ele-
gans is currently being verified using a new technique as lists of similar phenotypes that could be referred
to as “pheno-clusters” and localizome maps can bebased on large-scale ORFeome cloning and subsequent
sequencing of the resulting clones (see e.g., Walhout imagined as localization clusters (Figure 4). In this con-
text, the current “raison d’eˆtre” of functional maps iset al., 2000b). Current proteome predictions also need
improvements of exon/intron structures for high quality to provide lists of clusters that contain both already
characterized and as yet uncharacterized genes, withfunctional maps to be generated. Perhaps these differ-
Review
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Figure 4. Integration of Clusters
Challenges ahead for computational biology include the integration of clusters obtained for the transcriptome, the interactome, the phenome,
and the localizome. The digital system depicted for the phenome refers to the presence of absence of particular phenotypes conferred by
gene knockout (see e.g., Ross-Macdonald, 1999) while that of the localizome refers to the presence or absence of proteins in particular cells
or cellular compartments.
the presumption that this can facilitate the formulation maps can be overlayed into a biological atlas. Consider-
ing the complexity of the problem, generations of bioin-of hypotheses of function for the latter class.
However, the major limitation of functional maps is formaticians will be busy developing the infrastructure
of functional maps and the architecture of a biologicalthat they only indicate a rough approximation of the
genes involved in a module. In other words, functional atlas. This process will take numerous trials and errors,
with the scientific community ultimately selecting themaps as they are being generated currently suffer from
the fact that no high-throughput strategy can stand most appropriate formats among many. Hence it is prob-
ably most appropriate here to simply lay down a minimalalone to generate solid conclusions on any particular
protein function problem. The basic assumption behind set of principles that seem crucial for an atlas to be
beneficial.the notion of a biological atlas of functional maps is
that the inherent restrictions of functional mapping will Online Availability of Raw Data
Since the computational methods used to interpret thegradually fade away as multiple maps are integrated
into overlaying sets of functional characteristics (Figure raw data produced by functional genomics projects are
constantly evolving, it is important to archive the data4). Thus, among the most crucial challenges lying ahead
in the post-genome era, one is to learn to what extent in a format that renders it available to everyone. Cur-
rently the data retrieval from different websites is notthe functional information from different maps can be
overlayed. Even though such relationships have been always as efficient as it could be. In the most extreme
cases, the data is not even available online, or alterna-demonstrated for small numbers of proteins, it remains
to be shown how they apply in large-scale settings. tively has disappeared from its URL after a while. Hence,
it might become important to create a repository similarWhat statistical significance, if any, can we expect from
correlating the data found in different functional maps? to GenBank in which all functional genomic data would
have to be deposited as a condition for publication inOne can imagine numerous exceptions to the basic as-
sumption that genes involved in one module will coclus- the scientific literature.
“Horizontal” Availability of the Datater in various maps. Will these exceptions obscure the
presumed overlap between different maps? How many One of the most important challenges will be to organize
the information both “vertically” and “horizontally” (Fig-maps will it be possible to overlap for biologically mean-
ingful comparisons? Answers to these questions and ure 3). In the vertical setting (Figure 3, Z axis) every
characteristic known about individual genes and pro-many others require creative computational experi-
ments to be set up. teins can be found on a single document (see e.g.,
Hodges et al., 1999). Although this setting is convenient
for one-gene-at-a-time projects, it can hardly be usedArchitecture of a Biological Atlas
Another challenge lying ahead in the post-genome era for more integrative questions to be asked. The hori-
zontal format should be more appropriate for integrativeis to learn how the functional information from different
Cell
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projects because it allows searches and downloading of shift in how we think about biological research. Many
observations suggest that the functional relationshipslists of genes or proteins with a particular characteristic
(Figure 3, X and Y axes and X/Y area). In other words, the between gene products are more intricate and dynamic
than currently described by the reductionist approachorganization of maps into clusters and the subsequent
overlap of clusters from different maps will require the applied to molecular biology. For example the interpre-
tation of classical genetic experiments is sometimespossibility of manipulating databases horizontally across
all genes and experimental conditions, rather than one complicated by phenomena such as “penetrance” (gene
knockout phenotypes are only exhibited by a subset ofgene at a time only.
Web-Based Interconnections between Maps mutant animals) and so-called gene redundancy (gene
knockouts do not confer any detectable phenotype).In addition to the raw data, it will be important to design
the proper visualization tools to graphically represent Hence it is likely that a more complete understanding
of life at the molecular level will require the descriptionthe functional relationships contained in different maps.
Such research is already ongoing for transcriptome not only of each protein individually but also of the full
complement of proteins involved in particular biologicalmaps for example. Most biologists already know how to
visually interpret self-organizing or hierarchical cluster processes. It is possible that functional maps will be
crucial to facilitate this transition. Finally, beyond themaps of the transcriptome. Once such tools are devel-
oped for other maps, the corresponding websites will need for integrative methods, is the notion that biologi-
cal modules represent such complex systems that theirneed to be interconnected so that the information
emerging from different maps can be compared and properties cannot be predicted a priori. This possibility
has triggered the development of mathematical model-integrated properly. So far, one solution has been to
connect the URLs of various functional maps to common ing methods to describe biological systems at the mo-
lecular level and help predicting potential behaviors ofwebsites whose role it is to centralize the information.
This arrangement allows a researcher to “surf” from these systems in response to various virtual treatments
(Weng et al., 1999). It is likely that the relevant informa-website to website searching for functional information.
It is likely that many more web-based hubs will need to tion needed to build more accurate models will derive
mostly from functional maps currently generated by thebe created to facilitate the navigation from maps to
maps. fields of functional genomics and proteomics.
Cell-Specific Nature of the Atlas
Finally, it will be important to consider the possibility that Conclusion
functional maps need to be related back to particular The genome project has been compared to the expedi-
tissues or even cell types. C. elegans is a particularly tion of Lewis and Clark after which the boundaries and
exciting model system at this point of view since every the basic geographical opportunities of a new country
single cell and its lineage have been mapped in this were once and for all defined. This analogy can help us
organism (Sulston et al., 1983), and these cells can be understand the recent development of molecular biol-
observed in real time. Early attempts have already been ogy and what lies ahead. As the Lewis and Clark map
described to create a computer-based virtual worm in eventually helped create novel global opportunities, the
which one might be able to navigate from cell to cell completion of the human genome sequence will help us
with the hope that in the future it will be possible to formulate biological questions with entire proteomes in
organize functional maps inside each one of these indi- mind rather than with single proteins. However, before
vidual cells (see e.g., Mohler, 1999). The situation is we get there, we need maps that represent what the
obviously more complicated for more complex multicel- proteome might look like, not unlike the numerous maps
lular organisms but similar projects have already been that were drawn in the aftermath of the Lewis and Clark
launched for the mouse brain for example. Eventually expedition.
then one might imagine that the biological atlas will
merge with a computer version of the anatomy atlas.
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